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_AD_E7_BA_A7_c84_259851.htm Identify(5次)1. I told him that I

would ____ him to act for me while I was away from office. (03/6)A)

authorize B) justify C) rationalize D) identify 2. While a full

understanding of what causes the disease may be several years away,

________ leading to a successful treatment could come much

sooner. (02/1)A) a distinction B) a breakthrough C) an

identification D) an interpretation 3. Despite almost universal

________ of the vital importance of women’s literacy, education

remains a dream for far too many women in far too many countries

of the world. (01/6)A)identification B)compliment C)confession

D)acknowledgement 4. The basic causes are unknown, although

certain conditions that may lead to cancer have been _______ .

(99/1)A) identified B) guaranteed C) notified D) conveyed5. They

are well _______ with each other since they once studied in the same

university. (98/6)A) identified B) recognized C) acknowledged D)

acquainted Paradox(4次)1. It is a(n) ________ that the French eat

so much rich food and yet have a relatively low rate of heart disease.

(04/6)A) analogy B) paradox C) correlation D) illusion 2.

Astronomers at the University of California discovered one of the

most distant____.(03/12)A) paradoxes B) paradises C) galaxies D)

shuttles3. We work to make money, but its a _____ that people who

work hard and long often do not make the most money. (03/6)A)

paradox B) prejudice C) dilemma D) conflict 4. Parents often faced



the _______ between doing what they felt was good for the

development of the child and what they could stand by way of

undisciplinednoise and destructiveness.(00/1)A) paradox B)

junction C) dilemma D) premise Insight(3次)1. He is looking for a

job that will give him greater ____for his career development.

(03/9)A) insight B)scope C) momentum D) phase2. The changing

image of the family on television provides ______ into changing

attitudes toward the family in society. (99/1)A) insights B)

presentation C) revelations D) specifications3. Why should anyone

want to read _______ of books by great authors when the real

pleasure comes from reading the originals. (97/6)A) themes B)

insights C) digests D) leaflets Installment(3次)1. He bought his

house on the________ plan, paying a certain amount of money each

month. (05/1)A) division B) premium C) installment D)

fluctuation2. We couldn’t really afford to buy a house so we got it

on hire purchase and paid monthly ____. (02/6)A) investments B)

requirements C) arrangements D) installments3. The insurance

company paid him $10, 000 in _______ after his accident. (97/6)A)

compensation B) installment C) substitution D) commission

Implicit(2次)1. They are ____ investors who always make thorough

investigations both on local and international markets before making

an investment. (03/6)A)implicit B)conscious C)cautious

D)indecisive 2. All the ceremonies at the 2000 Olympic Games had a

unique Australian flavor ____ of their multicultural communities.

(02/6)A) noticeable B) indicative C) conspicuous D) implicit

Inaccessible(2次)1. Most people tend to think they are so efficient at



their job that they are ________. (01/6)A)inaccessible B)irreversible

C)immovable D)irreplaceable 2. Some children display an

__________ curiosity about every new thing they encounter.

(98/1)A) incredible B) infectious C) incompatible D) inaccessible
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